
Sensors:

SOMI-1 Technical Specifications

Receiver: Mobile App: MIDI Implementation:

Wireless data transmission via
Bluetooth® 5

Low latency (under 10ms)

High precision (ca. 0.01 degrees standard 
deviation)

State-of-the-art sensor fusion based on 
accelerometer, gyroscope and magnetometer

Eight different movement parameters

Battery: Powered by CR2025 coin cell, 
up to 20 hours life time (while active)

Automatic sleep mode after 10minutes if no 
connection is active

Additional bracelets and clothing clips

Direct firmware updates (DFU) via Bluetooth

Water resistant to 30m/100ft

Shock proof

36.6mm/1.44” dia. x 10.6mm/0.42” thick

Weight 9.4g / 0.33oz with battery

USB-C MIDI host and device port to allow 
interfacing devices, such as Teenage 
Engineering OP-Z 

External clock synchronization via MIDI to 
always play in time with other devices, for 
example 16th notes

Push encoder and RGB LED for haptic 
interaction

Customization of sensitivity, trigger 
threshold and internal slew limiter for 
activity parameter

14 bit MIDI CC for parameter control

Direct firmware updates (DFU) via 
Bluetooth

Compatible with iOS and Android
Different plugins including default presets

Customization of sensor parameter to 
sound parameter mappings

Integration of well-known visual 
programming language to allow external 
sound designers creating their own plugins

Each motion sensor parameter is sent as a 
Control Change message. Controller index 
can be customized in the mobile app

Note on/off messages are sent either 
based on activity (suitable for triggering 
percussion sounds) or tilt axes (suitable for 
holding a note). The note is selected based 
on the direction with customizable range

Pitch bend based on acceleration (similar 
to a Theremin)

Each sensor uses its own MIDI channel. 

For example, motion sensor 1 sends CC 
parameters on channel 1 and notes/pitch 
bend on channel 2, motion sensor 2 sends 
CC parameters on channel 3 and notes/
pitch bend on channel 4, and so forth

SOMI-1 supports high resolution (14 bit) 
MIDI CC 


